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    Whitetail Ridge TPC was designed on the front 9 of 
Warriors Path State Park Golf Course.   

 Featuring big hills, deep valleys, and lots of deer, 
Whitetail Ridge will test your ability while satisfying 
all skill levels with multiple tees on several holes which 
adds to the enjoyment. 



Hole One opens with a big valley 
to negotiate. Pros will play from 
the back tee while Am Men and 
Ladies will enjoy the closer tee. 
Either way, good shots will need 
to clear the valley for an easier 
shot at birdie.  
 
Pro Tee  624 ft Par 4 
Am Men/Ladies  382 ft Par 3 



It didn’t take long for Premier 
Design to throw in the obligatory 
wooded hole! Hole 2 is a 
somewhat narrow, low ceiling Par 
3 that can be deuced with a clean 
shot. The pines are beautiful but 
unforgiving to wayward discs. 
Low is the way to go. Follow flags 
to Hole 3 tee. Do not drive on or 
near golf green! 
 
All Divisions 296 ft  Par 3 



Hole 3 calls for a long uphill drive to a 
blind pin position. Deuces here will 
take a big drive or a long putt. The 
back yards of the houses that line the 
left side of the fairway will be marked 
by red flags. Shots that end up inside 
the flags will be OB.  
 
All Divisions  373 ft Par 3 



Hole 4 has plenty of tall grass all 
the way down the left side. Avoid 
at all costs! Play the smart shot out 
to the right and get the birdie two. 
Lefty hyzers and righty sidearms 
need to be aware of the cedar tree 
on the left that has an appetite for 
discs!  
All Divisions 285 ft Par 3 



Stretch out good before throwing Hole 
5. Distance off the tee is crucial in 
order to reach the well protected 
green in two shots.  Also, try to keep 
your drive on the right side of the 
fairway to open up a cleaner approach. 
Shots that end up too far left will find 
many tiny gaps waiting in the long, 
guardian tree line. Righty backhand 
rollers are a great option off the tee. 
 
All Divisions 648 ft Par 4 



Ah yes, the big downhill bomb. 
Max out your distance from the 
hilltop and give yourself a chance 
at a birdie three. The basket sits 
at the bottom of a steep hill 
which could act as a backstop for 
over zealous second or third 
shots.  Do not drive carts on the 
hill behind the basket! 
 
 
 
All Divisions Tee  675 ft
 Par 4 
 



Hole 7 is easy looking but trouble 
awaits behind the basket. Don’t go 
long off the tee or you may have 
trouble finding your disc. The 
rough is very thick and discs will 
hide easily. 
Good distance control will be 
rewarded with a putt for a two.  
Keep in mind the green is OB. 
 
All divisions  289 ft Par 3 



A good player will take advantage of 
a short-ish birdie opportunity. Hole 
8 provides that with a little trouble 
thrown in for good measure. The 
twin bunkers are not OB but do a 
fine job guarding the basket perched 
above them. The real trouble lurks to 
the left in the thick rough and to the 
right in the OB green.  
Carts are not allowed on this hole, 
stay on the cart path all the way to 
Hole 9’s tee. Pay attention to players 
teeing off on Hole 18 as you head to 
Hole 9. 
 
All divisions  280ft Par 3 



Hole 9 has multiple tees so be 
sure you go to the correct one. 
Regardless of which tee you use, 
most second shots should have 
similar looks and distances. The 
basket sits atop the big hill and 
carts are not allowed on the 
hillside. Keep carts on path going 
up hill and walk to your putt. 
 
Pro Tee  852 ft Par 4 
Am Men Tee 614 ft Par 4 
Ladies Tee 400 ft Par 4 



Hole 10 can be deuced but it will take 
a precise drive. A few small trees 
surround the basket so its possible to 
get close and still have a 
compromised putt. Take advantage of 
the opportunity and get a 2! 
 
All Divisions 277 ft Par 3 



 Good distance off the tee on Hole 11 
will make the second shot much easier 
but don’t cut the corner too much or 
you will end up in the rough on the 
left. The green is big but the edges are 
thick so be sure to land close to the 
center. 
 
Pro Tee  626 ft Par 4 
Am Men Tee 540 ft Par 4 
Ladies tee 452 ft Par 4 



Hole 12 a Par 5 that most folks 
won’t be able to reach in two 
shots. At worst, it’s a long Par 4. 
At best, it’s an easy Par 5. Either 
way a three will have you grinning 
all the way to the next tee. Big 
drives will clear the valley, shorter 
drives will have a blind uphill 
positioning shot. The pin sits 
tucked in a small but deep valley 
under the triple-trunked big tree 
on the right.  
 
All Divisions 687 ft Par 5 
 



Are you starting to notice a pattern 
on the Par 3’s? Most of them are 
uphill drives, and Hole 13 is as well. 
However, despite the uphill aspect, 
at least there are no trees to hit! 
The basket is strategically 
positioned to provide maximum 
challenge. Don’t go long or left. 
 
All Divisions 275 ft Par 3 



Hole 14 looks easy but it will take a 
longer drive than you think to 
reach the basket. Mostly downhill, 
this hole is deceiving. Give it a 
good pop and make sure its not a 
worm-burner. 
Also be aware of hikers traversing 
the Devil’s Backbone Trail behind 
the golf green which, by the way, is 
OB. 
 
All Divisions 343 ft Par 3 
 



Hole 15 is loads of fun. A big 
drive off a big hill to a basket 
tucked inside a beautiful stand 
of old hardwoods. Given the 
elevation, the distance will play 
shorter than it says but it will 
still take a crank to get there. 
Loose shots to the left may end 
up in Hole 16’s fairway, so pay 
attention if you end up over 
there. 
 
All Divisions 430 ft Par 3 



Hole 16 is a shortish Par 4 that will 
challenge you on multiple levels. Off 
the tee, the challenge is to keep your 
drive as close to the center as 
possible. Shots that go left will go 
left quick because  of the fairway 
slope. The tree line there is tightly 
packed. Your second shot will be 
very tricky as the green falls away 
from you and the tree line looms  
below as well. There is no OB, unless 
you throw your second or third shot 
a couple hundred feet long! 
 
All divisions  505 ft Par 4 
    



Hole 17 features 
multiple tees that 
should allow each skill 
level to throw the same 
type shot to the green. 
The basket sits on a golf 
tee and falls off behind 
and left. Deuces are 
very gettable here but 
don’t go long! 
 
Pro Tee 372 ft Par 3 
Am Men 272 ft Par 3 
Ladies 172 ft Par 3 



Hole 18 is a long Par 5. If you reach the green in 
2, regardless of which tee, you have 
accomplished something. The biggest challenge, 
besides the distance, is the slope of the fairway. 
The right to left slope is very steep and will draw 
shots downhill like a magnet. The ball golf hole 
we are using (Hole 6) runs parallel to Hole 18 on 
the golf course. Since the back 9 is open for play 
to traditional golfers, discs that end up beyond 
the cart path at the bottom of the hill or the flag 
line closer to the basket will be considered in a 
hazard but will not be OB. Retrieve your disc as 
quickly as possible and play your next shot from 
the point where it crossed the cart path or flag 
line, no penalty. If traditional golfers are playing 
Hole 18, please wait on them to clear before 
getting your disc. 
 
Pro Tee  924 ft Par 5 
Am Men Tee 725 ft Par 5 
Ladies Tee 500 ft Par 5  



 All golf greens are OB. The OB line is the primary cut 
line (the actual putting surface). The fringe is not OB. 

 Bunkers are not OB. Play from where it lies, but please 
rake the bunkers after throwing. 

 The cart path runs fairly close and along with most 
holes. Please stay on it as much as possible, especially 
if it is rainy or wet. Stay off of steep hillsides, golf 
greens, and golf tees. Remember, we are being 
watched by the course employees and traditional 
golfers. Let’s show them some amazing shots and wow 
them with our respect for the venue. 


